
21:09:26  From Weronika Balewski : Agenda: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GpyKjcBFmz-53FsEhnR-
rp9_tCADfm6uBDN35iYvIkQ/edit?usp=sharing 
21:21:54  From Dawn Pratson : Here's the whole Spiegel im Speigel 
video 
21:21:56  From Dawn Pratson : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68u-
wixR8c8&t=134s 
21:22:09  From Stephen Neely (he/him) : �üëè�üëè�üëè 
21:32:43  From Emma Shubin : Chase, totally AMAZING. 
21:39:59  From rebeccahample: Thank you so much, Adriana. 
21:40:14  From Dawn Pratson : thank you Chase and Adriana! 
21:41:15  From Tao Neuendorffer : Thank you Chase and Adriana and Dawn 
and Manuel 
21:41:58  From rebeccahample: So wonderful.  Thank you all! 
21:43:58  From Alice Mosley : Can I propose that each of these 
presenters are asked back again, given at least twice as much time to do 
their presentations? They all have SO MUCH to offer!!‚Ä©Can I propose 
that each of these presenters are asked back again, given at least twice 
as much time to do their presentations? They all have SO MUCH to 
offer!!‚Ä©Can I propose that each of these presenters are asked back 
again, given at least twice as much time to do their presentations? They 
all have SO MUCH to offer!!‚Ä©Can I propose that each of these presenters 
are asked back again, given at least twice as much time to do their 
presentations? They all have SO MUCH to offer!!‚Ä©Can I propose that each 
of the presenters from tonight are invited again, and given at least 
twice as much time, perhaps over several sessions, to give their 
presentations? They all have SO MUCH to offer!! 
21:44:11  From Pauline Huang : Hi Manuel, can you share the name of 
the microphone you use? Thank you. :) 
21:44:23  From Stephen Neely (he/him) : we will definitely have them 
all back 
21:46:06  From Weronika Balewski : On this topic of giving feedback to 
students you can‚Äôt see, Mary Price O‚ÄôConnor mentioned a while ago 
that Yoga with Adriene is a youtube channel that does excellent feedback 
like this - for some cross disciplinary exploration :) 
21:46:10  From Manuel Zazueta : Condenser mic that I use: TAKSTAR PC-
K2000 with audio interphase 
21:46:35  From Pauline Huang : Thank you for the information! 
21:47:02  From rebeccahample: Also, the radio class reminds me of the 
class that Sandra Nash gave. 



21:47:43  From Katherine Smith : weronika, thanks for that comment 
from Mary. she‚Äôs absolutely right! I hadn‚Äôt thought of that before 
but Yoga with Adrienne does do this really well. 
21:51:32  From Fran√ßoise Lombard : Thank you Dawn, Adriana, Chase and 
Manuel! 
21:52:42  From Kristy Piper : I like the use of hands, because it 
creates a ‚Äúsafe‚Äù space for expression. Also great in places with 
limited space. 
21:56:55  From Alice Mosley : Use of the hands to express music also 
good for people restricted to wheelchairs - or otherwise disabled. 
21:57:50  From Weronika Balewski : What a beautiful idea, Francoise, 
to use Dawn‚Äôs hand video to allow people to reflect and project their 
own experiences. Thank you! 
21:59:01  From Dawn Pratson : It was very cathartic and satisfying to 
make that hand dance. It was like my two hands really became to beings in 
relationship 
22:02:06  From Nobel Gabasan : Hello everypone 
22:02:16  From Weronika Balewski : 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/virtualdalcrozemeetup 
22:02:24  From Jill Gleim : Thanks everyone.  Have a joyous week. 
22:02:25  From Weronika Balewski : Hello Nobel! :) 
22:02:25  From Nobel Gabasan : Unfortunately I am late again due to my 
zoom lesson 
22:02:40  From Weronika Balewski : No worries, you‚Äôre welcome 
anytime, at any time during the meet-up 
22:02:43  From Nobel Gabasan : Is it possible to get a recording of 
this session for me to catch up? 
22:02:58  From Chris Rose : PDF from Adriana? 
22:03:02  From Alice Mosley : Yes, all are amazing!! THANK YOU!! 
22:03:02  From Nobel Gabasan : Thanks Weronika 
22:03:11  From Nobel Gabasan : Hello Adriana and Jeanette 
22:03:25  From Jeanette Wong : Nice to see you! 
22:03:52  From Nobel Gabasan : You too 
22:04:01  From Weronika Balewski : Yes the recording will be posted on 
our website and on facebook 
22:04:05  From Miyuki Iketani : Thank you very much. 
22:04:07  From Shannon McIntosh : Thanks all! 
 


